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Abstract
Poon, Chien Sing. M.S.B.M.E. Department of Biomedical, Industrial and Human Factors
Engineering, Wright State University, 2016. Early Assessment of Burn Severity in
Human Tissue with Multi-Wavelength Spatial Frequency Domain Imaging.

Burn injuries such as thermal burns, which are caused by contact with flames, hot
liquids, hot surfaces, and other sources of high heat as well as chemical burns and
electrical burns, affects at least 500,000 people in the United States, to which 45,000 of
them require medical treatment and 3,500 of them result in death. It has also been
reported that in the United States alone, fire results in a death approximately every three
hours and an injury every 33 minutes. Early knowledge about burn severity can lead to
improved outcome for patients. In this study, the changes in optical properties in human
skin following thermal burn injuries were investigated. Human skin removed during body
contouring procedures was burned for either 10 or 60 seconds using a metal block placed
in boiling water. Multi-wavelength spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI)
measurements were performed on each sample and the optical properties (absorption and
scattering parameters) were obtained at each wavelength. Multi-wavelength fitting was
used to quantify scattering parameters, and these parameters were compared to histologic
assessments of burn severity. Our results indicate substantial changes in optical
parameters and changes, which correlate well with respect to burn severity. This study
shows the characterization of thermal burn injury on human skin ex vivo by using the
iv

optical method of SFDI with high sensitivity and specificity. Due to more challenging
conditions of layered skin structures with differing thickness in humans, ongoing work
tackles combining high-resolution ultrasound imaging with SFDI for more accurate
quantification of optical properties during in vivo clinical studies.

v
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction
Burns are a common type of injury among people. They can occur anywhere from

a household setting where heat, electricity and friction might be the source of injury to
industrial settings where radiation and chemical agents might be the main source of
injury [1], [2]. Each year in the United States, at least 500,000 people are affected by
burn injuries [3], to which 45,000 of them require medical treatment and 3,500 of them
result in death. It has also been reported that approximately every three hour, someone
died from fire and every 33 minutes someone was injured by fire in the United States [4].
These injuries are often categorized by different grades ranging from I through
IV, with grade II subdivided into IIA and IIB. They are also described as superficial
epidermal, superficial partial, deep partial, full-thickness, or deep burn [1], [2], [5]–[7].
These grades define the layers of skin, which are damaged by the burn, so that the depth
of the wound can be approximated. In a grade I burn, only the epidermis – upper most
layer – is damaged. These burns are usually non-critical as they typically heal on their
own within a week. In a Grade II burn, the dermis is usually damaged. The extent of
damage within the dermis dictates the appearance (blistering and scarring of the wound),
sensitivity to pain and time needed for healing. The most severe burns, grades III and IV,
damage the skin down to the hypodermis so the skin does not heal spontaneously and
thus requires debridement and skin grafts [1], [2], [5], [8].
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Clinicians can easily diagnose grades I, III and IV burns due to their distinct
physical features. However, the challenge is with accurately classifying a burn between
grade IIA and grade IIB [1], [2], [9]. The wound care procedure is different between both
of these, with the former requiring less treatment and the latter requiring specialized care
with the possibility of skin grafts. Therefore, it is important to know the depth of burn to
determine the appropriate treatment.

1.2

Motivation
Currently, the “gold standard” in burn severity evaluation is through punch

biopsies with subsequent histological analysis [2], [9]. This method is carried out on a
small excised portion of the wound, which is cryo-sectioned and stained with
hematoxylin and eosin [7]. With this method, the structural changes due to the burn can
be visually inspected on the cellular level by investigating the depth of necrosis to which
the burn depth can be accurately quantified [2], [7], [9]. However, the major drawback in
this approach is that it is invasive and that it is a point measurement at a fixed time point
to which the depth of burn are usually non-homogenous and can progress over time.
There are several other approaches in evaluating burn severity. The most widely
used of these approaches is a subjective evaluation of the external features present in the
wound [1], [2], [9]. These include appearance, capillary refill, and burn wound sensitivity
to touch and pinprick [2]. However, these methods are unreliable and highly dependent
on the experience of the clinicians. To overcome this problem, clinicians have tried
taking images of the affected and evaluating it with the burn team to get a majority
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opinion [2]. This approach reduces the bias, but it still suffers from accurately
determining the burn severity, and it also removes the tactile and stereo component as
part of the evaluation due to the two-dimensional nature of the images.
These problems present the need for an approach where the severity and depth of
burn can be accurately quantified non-invasively. This approach should have enough
contrast to differentiate between different grades of burn as well as being quick and
efficient.
Spatial Frequency Domain Imaging (SFDI) is a wide field imaging technique that
projects sine wave patterns of light on the sample [10], [11]. The pattern of the projected
light is modulated at increasing spatial frequency with three different phases using a
Digital Micro-mirror Device (DMD) and each pattern is acquired with a camera. These
images are then demodulated to obtain the diffuse reflectance. From the reflectance
images, the optical properties (absorption and scattering) can be quantified at each pixel
creating a quantitative two-dimensional map. Since each pixel is treated as a single point
of observation, hundreds of thousands of points can be simultaneously obtained, which is
otherwise unfeasible in many other point-based approach. This is especially important for
burns, which may vary in severity across their extent making point measurements
unfeasible [2], [12], [13]. Multi-wavelength SFDI allows for the quantification of
functional, blood-related parameters such as tissue deoxy-, oxy-, total-hemoglobin
concentrations, and oxygen saturation [12]–[16] as well as structural, tissue scattering
parameters related to the number and size of “scatterers” [17]–[20].

3

1.3

Goals

We hypothesize that the properties and structure of the skin changes when burned.
Quantitative information of absorption and scattering can be indicative of burn severity
and depth [12]–[14]. Therefore, there is a need to obtain multiple tissue parameters, noninvasively. Towards this goal, we built a SFDI system and verified its ability in
quantifying the optical properties of the target. We also performed a study on excised
tissues with varying burn severity and correlated the results to the histological results to
deduce a simple model for assessing the burn severity using SFDI.

1.4

Thesis Outline
In this thesis, I will quantify optical absorption (µa) and reduced scattering (µs’)

by using SFDI on excised human tissue, which has been burned for different lengths of
time to simulate different burn grades.
Chapter 2 presents the background information on the physiology of the human
skin, the different grades of burn and the methods that are used in the evaluation of burn
severity. The background information for optical parameters such as absorption,
scattering and photon diffusion in tissues will also be covered.
Chapter 3 presents the background for optical properties in human tissue as well
as the theory underlining SFDI. It will also cover the method used in quantifying the
optical properties as well as the determination of hemoglobin parameters from the diffuse
reflectance images. The instrumentation and validation of the SFDI system will also be
covered.
4

Chapter 4 presents a study obtained from an ex vivo burnt skin using SFDI. The
methods and results of this study will be discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 5 will cover the future directions in relation to the current work.
Particularly, using a two-layer model to reduce the error in approximating the optical and
function parameters of the skin and using depth information from high-frequency
ultrasound to reduce the uncertainty in the curve fits.

5

CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
2.1

Introduction
The skin is the largest organ in humans. It serves many purposes such as

regulating body temperature, acting as a barrier to protect internal organs and permitting
interaction with the external environment by different sensation [21], [22]. There are also
different skin components that provide various functionalities depending on the location
on the skin [21], [22]. Components such as the sweat glands and the sebaceous glands
vary in concentration or may be absent from certain locations on the human skin.

Figure 2.1. Different layers of the human skin. Retrieved from [23].
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The human skin has three primary layers: epidermis, dermis and hypodermis. The
epidermis is the outermost layer of the skin. Its primary purpose is being a protective
barrier to prevent pathogens, microbes and other external elements from entering the
body [21], [22]. It also acts as a conductor to regulate body temperature in humans. The
dermis contains most of the functional components of the skin, such as the nerve endings,
which provide the sense of touch as well as blood vessels, which nourish and remove
waste from the surrounding cells. The hypodermis is primarily made up of fat. It cushions
and insulates the internal organs from external environmental stresses.

2.1.1 Epidermis
The epidermis is primarily made up of keratinocytes that produces a fibrous
structure protein known as keratin [22]. The strength and elasticity of the human skin is
produced by keratinization, which is the assembling of keratin monomers into larger
bundles known as the intermediate filaments [24]. This process is responsible for αkeratin that assembles into the human hair, the outermost layer of the epidermis and nails.
Main components of the epidermis is the Stratum Corneum, and the Stratum
Basale (Figure 2.2), some of which may only be present in the skin at certain locations of
the human body [22]. At the basal layer of the epidermis, the Stratum Basale is a layer
only a few cells thick consisting of basal keratinocyte stem cells. This layer is responsible
for the constant differentiation of keratinocytes to replace the dead or dying superficial
layers of the epidermis. When the Stratum Basale is compromised, as in an injury,
scarring in the form of skin discoloration may be present.

7

Figure 2.2. Layers of the epidermis. Retrieved from [25]
The Stratum Lucidum is a layer between Stratum Granulosum and Stratum
Corneum that is only found in areas of thick skin such as the palms of the hand and the
soles of the feet. Due to this additional layer, the epidermis is thicker and less susceptible
to damage compared to other parts of the skin. The keratinocytes in the lower layers of
the epidermis go through cornification to produce the Stratum Corneum which is also the
main physical barrier of the skin [26].

8

2.1.2 Dermis
The dermis contains most of the nerve endings. This explains the increase in pain
associated with deeper burns that reach this layer [1], [2], [5], [9]. The dermis is
approximately one to three millimeters thick, and it contains many other cells that
provide different functionalities [21], [27], [28]. Examples of such cells are the hair
follicles, sweat glands, sebaceous glands, lymphatic vessels and blood vessels. The
dermis also serves to cushion the internal organs from environmental stresses.
As indicated previously, one of the most important features in the dermis is the
nerve endings. The nerve endings support the sensations felt by the skin when it interacts
with the environment. When the nerve endings are exposed through a degradation of the
epidermis, the sensitivity is greatly increased, therefore increasing the sensation of pain.
Another important feature in the dermis is the blood vessels. Blood vessels in the form of
capillaries are plentiful in the dermis, due to the need for providing nourishment and
waste removal in the surrounding cells [22]. When a burn invades the dermis
superficially, the inflammatory process leads to a pink appearance [29]. When the burn
progresses deeper into the dermis, more of the blood vessels are exposed, leading to a
“bloody” appearance [29].

2.1.3 Hypodermis
The hypodermis – also known as the subcutaneous fat layer – is the layer that
connects the dermis to the muscles. It is mainly present to serve as insulation and padding
to the internal organs, therefore it is usually much thicker relative to the first two layers
9

[30]. For burns that persist into the hypodermis, a pale appearance is usually seen as the
fat is being exposed [29].

2.2

Burn Grades in Relation to Severity
Proteins begin to break down when heated to a temperature that is greater than

44°C [31]. This process causes the proteins to lose their three dimensional structure and
chemical bonds, resulting in a change in outward appearance and texture of the skin. A
common way used by clinicians to approximate the burn severity is by characterizing
them in different grades. This grading system as shown in (Figure 2.3) is categorized by
four roman numerals and has the following description: superficial, superficial partial
thickness, superficial deep thickness, full thickness and deep burn [2], [9].
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Figure 2.3. Different burn grades in relation to the layers of skin damaged. Adapted from
[23].

2.2.1 Grade I Superficial Burn
In Grade I superficial burns, the burn persists only within the epidermis, which is
approximately 100 microns deep [27], [28]. Burns of this grade are usually non-vital and
can be caused by UV radiation from the sun, short duration to open sources of heat or
minor flash injuries caused by small explosions. The superficial layers – usually Stratum
Corneum– of the epidermis are burnt, which may cause an increase in regional blood
flow, resulting in a “pinkish” appearance (Figure 2.4). The wound is usually painful to
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touch, and can take up to seven days to heal [2], [9], [32]. Scarring usually does not occur
in this grade.

Figure 2.4. Example of a Grade I burn on a human shin. Retrieved from [33]

2.2.2 Grade IIA Superficial Partial Thickness Burn
Grade II burns are the only category that is subdivided into further groups. It is
also in this grade that clinicians have the most difficulty in approximating the burn
severity. It is important, since the burn severity in this grade may determine if the patient
should be referred to a specialist burn center for further care [2], [9].
These burns persist from the epidermis to the superficial layer of the dermis.
These types of burns are very painful due to the exposure of sensory nerves. There is also
increased blood flow in that area, which causes a “reddish” appearance [2], [9], [29].
Another differentiating factor from grade I burn is the presence of blisters. The burnt skin
covering the blister is usually separated from the epidermis by inflammatory blister fluid
(Figure 2.5).When the blister ruptures, the pink looking dermis beneath is exposed.
12

Usually, these burns will heal spontaneously by epithelialization within 14 days [2], [9],
[32].

Figure 2.5. Example of a Grade IIA burn on a human forearm. Retrieved from [8]

2.2.3 Grade IIB Superficial Deep Thickness Burn
Grade IIB burns can extend from the middle of the dermis to the boundary close
to the hypodermis, leaving minimal viable dermal tissue at the base. In this grade, the
burn usually persists for a short period after the initial incident [5], [29]. To prevent burn
wound progression, it is important to preserve the remaining viable tissue at the base
layer [5]. Some or most of the nerve endings can be damaged, resulting in a severely
decreased sensation of pain, which depends on the extent of damage to the nerve endings.
Similarly, as some of the capillaries remain viable, blood flow is present and can vary
from a delayed response to a sluggish response [2]. Blisters may or may not be present in
this grade, and tend to be dry, with diminished blister fluid compared with burns that are
more superficial (Figure 2.6). The time needed for healing may be unpredictable and it
13

usually requires regular review in order to determine appropriate treatment [2], [9], [32].
The underlying dermis may appear to be red due to the extravasation of blood cells [29].

Figure 2.6. Example of a Grade IIB burn on a human hand. Retrieved from [8].

2.2.4 Grade III Full Thickness Burn and Grade IV Deep Burn
Full thickness burns destroy the epidermis and the dermis and penetrates into the
hypodermis. Due to the penetration into the hypodermis and the destruction of capillaries
in the dermis, these burns have a white, waxy or even charred appearance (Figure 2.7)
[29]. Intuitively, there is usually no sign of blood flow. Since most of the sensory nerves
endings in the dermis are destroyed in a full thickness burn, there is usually minimal
sensation to pain [29]. The cells responsible for regeneration are also destroyed, thus the
healing process is usually lengthy. For a full thickness burn, a skin graft is typically
required [2], [5], [9].
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Figure 2.7. Example of a Grade III burn on the back of a human. Retrieved from [8]

Deep burns share many of the characteristics of full-thickness burns. However, for a
grade IV deep burn, almost the whole layer of skin is destroyed, leaving the underlying
structures such as the muscle or the bones exposed.

2.2.5 Summary of Burn Grades
Clinicians often categorize incoming burn patients by the penetration depth of the burn
and the total body surface area affected by the burn. The penetration depth is categorized
into different burn grades, as described above. Each of these grades has their own
physical characteristics, which is summarized in (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1. Overview of different burn severity characteristics
Grade I

Grade IIA

Grade IIB

Grade III

Grade IV

Epidermis
and upper
dermal layers
Pale and pink

Epidermis and
most of the
dermis
Dark pink to
“bloody”

Upper layers
to the
hypodermis
White, waxy
or charred

All layers of
the skin

Sensation Maybe
painful
Circulation Normal to
increased
Color Red,
warm
Blisters Minimal
Healing < 7days

Usually very
painful
Increased

Maybe painful
Sluggish

Decreased
sensation
No

Charred,
exposed
muscle or
bones
Minimal
pain
No

Pink

White/Pink/Red

White/Black

White/Black

Yes
7 - 21 days

Some
> 21 days

Scarring No scar

Discoloration

Likely to get
hypertrophic
scarring

No
Does not heal
spontaneously
Will scar

No
Does not
heal
Will scar

Pathology Epidermis
only
Appearance Dry and
red

It is usually easy to determine the superficial burns (Grade I) as well as the deeper
burns (Grades III and IV). However, there is an existing challenge in diagnosing the
correct burn severity within the second grade [2], [5]. It is also within the second grade
where clinicians decide if the patient should be referred to a specialist burn center for
surgery. It is important to note that for most cases of burn injuries, the wound is nonhomogenous. It can vary from a full thickness burn at the point of contact to the heat
source – also known as the zone of coagulation – and spread outwards with decreasing
burn severity and different characteristics as shown in the commonly used Jackson’s burn
model (Figure 2.8) [29].
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Figure 2.8. Schematic representation of Jackson’s burn model. Burn injuries can evolve
from superficial partial-thickness burns to a deeper burn through the necrosis of the zone
of stasis.

2.3

Existing Methods for Burn Severity Approximation
Since a burn usually penetrates deeper within the first few hours, a quantitative

method that can assess the burn severity accurately and efficiently is highly desirable [2],
[29]. The method has to monitor the wound continuously or at short intervals. Moreover,
the wound is usually heterogeneous and can cover a large portion of the skin. The wound
may also be sensitive or fragile to touch [29]. With these requirements in mind, many
existing methods in assessing burn severity are far from ideal [2], [9]. In the next section,
the most widely used clinical methods in assessing the burn severity will be briefly
discussed.
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2.3.1 Clinical Evaluation
Clinical evaluation of the burn wound is the most widely used and the least
expensive method of assessing burn severity [2], [9], [29]. This method is dependent on
the subjective evaluation from the clinicians when evaluating external features of the
wound such as appearance, capillary refill, and sensitivity to touch and pin prick [2], [29].
Among these methods, capillary refill is the most useful clinical method to assess burn
severity [2]. In this particular method, clinicians observe the extent and speed of capillary
refill (Figure 2.9), providing a quick approximation to evaluating the burn severity.
However, none of the external features is sufficiently reliable, accurate or quantitative,
achieving a combined correct severity assessment in only about two out of three cases
[2], [9]. In most of the cases, severity overestimation contributes to the majority of these
errors [2], leading to a waste of resources. This problem is further made crucial by
intermediate grade II burns, where the external features may confound with each other as
opposed to grade I and grade III burns which are more easily determined.

18

Figure 2.9. Procedure for testing capillary return. Retrieved from [15].

Since these methods are subject to the clinician’s perception, there is considerable
variation between burn severity assessments performed by different clinicians [34]. In the
first few hours post burn, the burn is constantly evolving. This results in an increasing
zone of stasis (Figure 2.8) and thereby increasing burn severity [29]. Studies have
suggested that early intervention may slow the rate of burn evolution [5]. Therefore, an
early and reliable burn severity assessment is of great importance, especially for the
emergency department of local hospitals where most burn patients arrive.
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2.3.2 Punch Biopsy
Currently, the “gold standard” for burn severity assessment, is taking a punch
biopsy of burn tissue and analyzing it with histology [2], [7], [12], [13], [29]. Assessment
is performed by extracting a small piece of tissue deep into the skin (Figure 2.10).
The dermatopathologist then takes thin sections of the tissue and stain it with
hematoxylin and eosin [7], to which an accurate assessment of burn severity can be made
by looking at the changes to cellular vitality and the denaturation caused by burns.

Figure 2.10. Procedures for taking a punch biopsy, which is sent for histopathology
analysis. Adapted from [84].

Although biopsy with histological analysis is a quantitative and accurate measure
of the burn severity, there are still multiple critical shortfalls. This method only samples
the wound at a single point, which suffers from sampling error since a burn wound is
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rarely homogenous [2]. Taking multiple samples in order to characterize the whole
wound can be stressful and invasive to the patient. In addition, taking multiple points on
the wound becomes impractical due to amount of resources needed to prepare each
samples for analysis. Moreover, biopsies only provide a snap shot view of the wound at a
single time point, neglecting the burn wound evolution [2], [12], [13]. Nevertheless,
biopsies remain the primary tool in research to compare against new modalities [2], [12],
[13], [29].

2.4

Skin Tissue Optical Properties
In medical optical imaging, light is being used as diagnostic tool. The main

wavelength range is from visible (VIS) to near infrared (NIR) [~500nm – 900nm]. As
photons enter the skin, they can be either absorbed (Figure 2.11a) or scattered (Figure
2.11b) and for thick tissue photons undergo both [35]–[38]. By quantifying these physical
parameters, several other physiological parameters can be obtained. In addition, when the
measurements are acquired at multiple time points it is possible to quantify the changes in
these parameters, which may provide feedback on burn progression over time. These
parameters will be briefly discussed in the following sections.
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(a)

(b)

A

Figure 2.11. Optical properties of the tissue. (a) Absorption, µa, is linearly dependent on
the sum of chromophore concentration, C. (b) Scattering, µs’, is dependent on both the
density, A, and the size of the “scatterer”, b.

2.4.1 Absorption in Skin Tissue
Absorption happens when the energy of the photons is lost to the surrounding
medium [37], [39]. The rate of this energy loss is related to the absorption coefficient, µa,
of the medium. Since the unit for µa is the inverse of distance (typically mm-1 or cm-1) the
absorption coefficient represents the distance most photons travel before being absorbed.
This absorption of energy is linearly related to the sum of the concentration, C, and the
molar extinction coefficient, ε, of the tissue chromophores (Figure 2.12) [14]–[16], [40].
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Figure 2.12. Absorption of light is linearly dependent on the sum of the concentration, C,
multiplied by the absorption coefficient, ε, of the chromophore.

In skin, some of the most important chromophores are hemoglobin, melanin and
water [41]–[43]. Each of these chromophores is characterized by their absorption
coefficient as a function of wavelength (Figure 2.13). In particular, hemoglobin, which is
the functional component in blood, can exist in two states: oxygenated and deoxygenated
[14]–[16], [40]. These two states have distinctively different absorption coefficients at
each wavelength (Figure 2.13), which could be used to separate them.
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Figure 2.13. Absorption coefficient spectra of oxygenated, deoxygenated, melanin and
water. The absorption parameter of the skin can be approximated by the combination of
these biologically significant chromophores.

Since, blood is often a good indicator of various lesions such as burn wounds,
investigating the oxygen saturation of blood and the total hemoglobin concentration can
provide functional contrast to the state of the wound [14]–[16], [40]–[43].
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2.4.2 Scattering in Skin Tissue
Photons in tissue can change their direction of travel and phase – also known as
being “scattered” – as they encounter a turbid media such as the skin (Figure 2.14).
Tissue is a scattering dominant medium, which means optical scattering is much higher
than absorption. For example, while skin optical absorption parameter at ~600nm is
approximately 0.1mm-1, scattering parameter (µs) is 10mm-1, indicating a ~100-fold
differences between these parameters. This numbers indicate that on average an
absorption phenomenon occurs every 10mm, while a photon scatters and change
direction in skin tissue every 100 microns. Thus, low energy-photon in VIS and NIR
range propagates in skin with “zig-zag” paths (Figure 2.14), rather than straight paths, as
it would be for the case of high-energy photons in x-ray beams.

𝐴𝜆−𝑏

Figure 2.14. Scattering causes photons to change directions in a turbid media such as the
skin.
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The scattering phenomena in tissue can be described by Rayleigh and Mie
scattering (the power law). It has been shown that for most cellular tissues – such as skin
– the scattering phenomena can be sufficiently approximated without Rayleigh scattering
[44]. Mie scattering occurs when photons collide with particles that are close to or larger
than the wavelength of the incident light (Figure 2.15) [17], [45]. This results in most of
the light travelling in the same direction of the incident light, which is known as forward
scattering. It has been shown that tissue scattering can be represented as a power law,
𝐴𝜆−𝑏 , where A is the density and b is the size of the “scatterer” (Figure 2.11b) [17], [45].
As the number of “scatterers” in an area increases, the scattering parameter, A, will also
increase. This phenomenon is reversed for scattering parameter, b, where the increase in
the particle size decreases b [17]. When b = 4, Rayleigh scattering (𝜆−4) dominates when
the particle is much smaller than the incident wavelength. The skin tissue was
investigated by Jacques, and he showed that b = 0.838 for the epidermis and the dermis of
the skin [17], [46].

Direction
Of Light
Figure 2.15. Mie scattering dominates when the particle size is close to or larger than the
wavelength of the incident light, resulting in forward scattering. When the particle size is
smaller than the wavelength of light, Rayleigh scattering dominates.
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2.4.3 Photon Diffusion in Skin Tissue
Photons propagating in a turbid medium such as the skin can be described with
the transport equation and approximated with the diffusion equation to arrive at the
following classical equation [47]–[50]:
𝜕𝜑(𝒓, 𝑡)
= 𝐷∇2 𝜑(𝒓, 𝑡) − 𝑣𝜇𝑎 𝜑(𝒓, 𝑡) + 𝑣𝑆0 (𝒓, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

(2.1)

where S is the isotropic source term, D = v / 3µs’ is the diffusion coefficient, v is the
speed of light in the medium, φ(r, t) is the photon density as a function of distance and
time. In this equation, the first term on the right hand side represents the scattering of
photons, the second term represents the photon density losses due to absorption and the
last term represents the source of photon density.
This phenomenon – diffusion theory – will serve as the model for extracting the
absorption and scattering parameters from the diffuse reflectance. This will be explained
further in the next chapter.

2.4.3.1

Diffuse Reflectance in Skin Tissues

Since light does not penetrate whole body, the primary way of measuring tissue
like skin by optical imaging is through the reflection of light from tissue. There are two
types of reflection. When the medium is smooth, specular reflection occurs (Figure
2.16a), when it is rough, diffuse reflection occurs (Figure 2.16b) [48], [51]. In most
optical imaging cases, specular reflection is a source of noise as it readily reflects off the
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surface of the medium, only carrying surface information with it. Specular reflection can
be easily removed by cross polarizing the incident and the reflected light [15], [16].

a. Specular Reflection

b. Diffuse Reflection

Figure 2.16. Two types of reflection. (a) When light interacts with a smooth surface,
specular reflection occurs. (b) When light interacts with a rough surface, the light is
scattered in many directions, which is also known as diffuse reflection.

In biomedical optical imaging, the light that has interacted within the sample
though multiple absorption and scattering events and reflected out contains the most
information of interest. This type of reflection is known as diffuse reflection (Figure
2.17) [42], [52]–[54]. Diffuse reflection usually occurs best when the sample has a rough
surface.
In the case of a skin tissue, when a collimated light source impinges on the skin,
the light is scattered within the skin structures in a way that obeys the Mie scattering [17],
[45]. The light will be absorbed by primarily blood, melanin and water in skin. Therefore,
as it is diffusely reflected out of the media and captured by a detector, such as a camera,
the absorption and scattering parameters is encoded within the image. The parameters can
then be extracted when it is fitted to a model [36], [47].
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Figure 2.17. The diffuse reflectance is collected with a camera. It is a function of the
scattering and absorption parameters.
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CHAPTER 3: SPATIAL FREQUENCY
DOMAIN IMAGING
3.1

Introduction
Accurate separation and quantification of absorption and scattering parameters

remains a challenge in optical imaging. This is due to the complex interactions between
light and the medium of interest, where absorption and scattering often happen
simultaneously [10], [36], [53]. To do this, there are generally two approaches. The first
approach is using time resolved measurements [55]–[58]. Light transport can be
approximated by a point spread function in the real domain with a collimated light
source. When the incident temporal point spread function (t-PSF) is plotted as a function
of time – typically in the range of a few nanoseconds – a gap is seen before a sudden
peak of photons arriving, followed by an exponential decay (Figure 3.1). Within time
resolved measurements, another approach is to look at the frequency domain [59]–[61].
In the frequency domain, the experimental variable is the temporal modulation transfer
function (t-MTF), which is a function of frequency – typically in gigahertz. In this
domain, the attenuation and the phase delay of a periodically varying photon density
wave is measured, which resembles an inverse exponential curve. This is expected, as the
t-PSF is also the Fourier transform equivalent of the t-MTF.
The second approach to extract the absorption and scattering coefficients is
through spatially resolved measurements, which often necessitates the measurement of
intensity at different separation distance [10], [18], [19], [45]. This approach is similar to
the time resolved measurements except that the point spread function is measured
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spatially instead of temporally, and hence the spatial point spread function (s-PSF) is a
function of the distance away from the incident source – typically in mm to a few cm.
The curve also follows an exponentially decaying response (Figure 3.1). Similarly, the
Fourier transform of the s-PSF is equivalent to the spatial modulation transfer function (sMTF) in the spatial frequency domain (SFD) which produces a sigmoidal liked curve.
Measurements in the SFD have advantages, especially in the clinical environment due to
the cost of the physical hardware, ability to generate wide field optical maps of
absorption and scattering and the minimal use of moving parts.

Figure 3.1. Light transport in different measurement domains when it is in a turbid media.
Light transport can be measured temporally or spatially, in the real domain or the
frequency domain. The real domain and frequency domain is Fourier Transform
equivalent of each other. Retrieved from [10]
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Spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) is a novel wide field, non-contact and
non-ionizing imaging modality [10]–[16], [20], [62]–[66]. When SFDI is performed with
multiple wavelengths, it is possible to decompose the absorption parameter into its
respective components (oxy-hemoglobin, deoxy-hemoglobin, melanin, water), and
therefore approximate the vascular contrast (tissue oxygenation saturation and blood
volume) [12]–[16], [62], [63], [66]. In addition, the scattering parameter can be
decomposed into properties such as “scatterer” size and density (Figure 2.11), which
provides structural information about the tissue.

3.2

Diffusion Equation Approximation in the Spatial Domain
An analytical model based on the diffusion equation in a turbid media for SFDI as

derived by Cuccia et al is frequently used to quantify the optical properties of a sample
[10], [67]–[69]. This phenomenon is well established and has been widely used in the
field of biomedical optics, although it is developed more specifically for the case of sPSF as a function of spatial distance. Theoretically, it has been long understood that the
Fourier transform of the s-PSF is equivalent to the s-MTF, however, practically this
approach of spatially modulating the source has not been studied until recent years [10].
To start, the well-established diffusion equation (2.1) in an infinite homogenous
medium can be re-written in a time independent form to give:
2
∇2 𝜑 − 𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜑 = −3𝜇𝑡𝑟 𝑞
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(3.1)

where φ is the fluence rate, q is the source, µtr is the transport coefficient and µeff is the
attenuation coefficient. A normally incident, periodic plane wave source in a semiinfinite geometry can be represented by:
𝑞 = 𝑞0 (𝑧) cos(𝑘𝑥 𝑥 + 𝛼)

(3.2)

where α are the spatial phase shifts in the respective directions and spatial frequencies are
kx = 2πfx. When the response of the medium is proportionate to the input intensity this
equation will yield:
𝜑 = 𝜑0 (𝑧) cos(𝑘𝑥 𝑥 + 𝛼)

(3.3)

Combining the diffusion equation (Eqn (3.1)) and the modulated light source (Eqn
(3.3)) creates a partial differential equation with the fluence rate as a function of depth, z:
𝑑2 𝜑0 (𝑧)
′2
− 𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜑0 (𝑧) = −3𝜇𝑡𝑟 𝑞0 (𝑧)
𝑑𝑧 2

(3.4)

where

′
2
𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓
= √𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓
+ 𝑘𝑥2 ≡

1
′
𝛿𝑒𝑓𝑓

(3.5)

Here, δ’eff is the effective penetration depth where it is equivalent to the
illumination source when spatial frequency, k = 0 (DC). Since Eqn (3.4) is a function of
only depth and not in the x direction, µeff is substituted with µ’eff (Eqn (3.5)) to account
for the modulated scalar attenuation in the x direction.
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Following the derivation of Cuccia et al. the diffuse reflectance, Rd(k) can be
obtained from the following equation:
3𝐴𝑎′
𝑅𝑑 (𝑘) = ′
′
(𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 /𝜇𝑡𝑟 + 1)(𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓
/𝜇𝑡𝑟 + 3𝐴)

(3.6)

where a’ is the reduced albedo, A is the proportionality constant.
𝑎′ = 𝜇𝑠′ /𝜇𝑡𝑟

𝐴=

(3.7)

1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓
2(1 + 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 )

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 ≈ 0.0636𝑛 + 0.668 +

0.710 1.440
−
𝑛
𝑛2

(3.8)

(3.9)

Here, Reff is the effective reflection coefficient, n is the refractive index of tissue.

Using Eqn (3.6), the diffuse reflectance of the reference can be modeled and fitted
to quantify the diffuse reflectance of the sample. However, it is also important to take
note that the diffusion approximation to the radiative transport equation is valid when:
𝜇𝑠′ ≫ 𝜇𝑎
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(3.10)

3.3

Spatial Frequency Projection and Demodulation
By separating the DC and AC components of spatially modulated light, the s-

MTF of the system can be obtained when it is plotted as a function of the spatial
frequency (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2. Changes in the s-MTF when absorption and scattering is increased. Values are
all in cm-1. In both cases, the initial values of absorption and scattering (blue line) was
fixed at (0.1cm-1, 10cm-1) respectively.
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In the case of a simple sine wave modulation in the x-axis, the modulation
waveform, m(x), of spatial frequency, fx is given by:
𝑚(𝑥) = 𝑀0 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑓𝑥 𝑥 + 𝛼)

(3.11)

where M0 and α are the modulation depth and the spatial phase respectively. However, in
practice it is impossible to modulate the AC component with a negative scalar intensity,
so the AC component has to be super positioned at the DC component [10]. This
modifies the equation to be as follows:

𝑆(𝑥) =

𝑆0
[1 + 𝑀0 ∙ cos(2𝜋𝑓𝑥 𝑥 + 𝛼)]
2

(3.12)

where S0 is the source intensity. Therefore the components of reflected intensity, I, are:
𝐼 = 𝐼𝐴𝐶 + 𝐼𝐷𝐶

(3.13)

Since only the AC component is modulated
𝐼𝐴𝐶 = 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑥, 𝑓𝑥 ) ∙ cos(2𝜋𝑓𝑥 𝑥 + 𝛼)

(3.14)

where MAC is the amplitude of the reflected modulated intensity at frequency fx.

To reverse the amplitude modulation, a simple approach is by illuminating the
sinusoidal pattern at three different phase offsets (0, 2π/3, 4π/3) at the same spatial
frequency (Figure 3.3) [10], [62], which then MAC can be recovered by:
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𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑥 ) =

√2
√[𝐼1 (𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝐼2 (𝑥𝑖 )]2 + [𝐼2 (𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝐼3 (𝑥𝑖 )]2 + [𝐼3 (𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝐼1 (𝑥𝑖 )]2 (3.15)
3

where I1, I2, I3 represents the reflected intensity image at different phase offsets
respectively.

Figure 3.3. Amplitude modulation and demodulation of an image of two fingers. The
light captured with a camera that is modulated with three phases (0, 2π/3, 4π/3) can be
recovered by combining the DC and AC components.
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The MDC can also be obtain with the following equation:

𝑀𝐷𝐶 (𝑥𝑖 ) =

1
∙ [𝐼 (𝑥 ) + 𝐼2 (𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝐼3 (𝑥𝑖 )]
3 1 𝑖

(3.16)

MAC is also composed of the product of three components. They are the source
intensity, MTF of the system and the diffuse reflectance, Rd, which is the MTF of the
sample. In the case of a turbid media, such as the human skin, we expect it to look like an
inverse sigmoidal curve (Figure 3.4), as seen in (Figure 3.1).
𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑥 ) = 𝐼0 ∙ 𝑀𝑇𝐹(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑥 ) ∙ 𝑅𝑑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑥 )

(3.17)

The equation can be further simplified with the use of a reference phantom with
known optical properties, since the source intensity, I0, and the amplitude of the reflected
modulated intensity, MAC, are similar in both cases.

𝑅𝑑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑥 ) =

𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑥 )
∙𝑅
(𝑓 )
𝑀𝐴𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑥 ) 𝑑,𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑥

(3.18)

Where MAC,ref is the amplitude of the reflected modulated intensity of the reference and
the Rd,ref is the diffuse reflectance of the reference that can be predicted when fitted to a
model.
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Figure 3.4. In vivo diffuse reflectance curve of a human skin. The characteristic
exponential decay curve as a function of spatial frequency is seen here. The optical
properties are approximated by calibrating against and fitting the diffuse reflectance of a
known reference.

3.4

Optical Properties Quantification
The optical properties of the sample can be quantified from the diffuse

reflectance, Rd, with the use of a known reference as seen in Eqn (3.18). Since both MAC
and MAC,ref can be obtained experimentally, the remaining unknown parameter in the
equation is the diffuse reflectance of the reference, Rd,ref. There are generally two
approaches to obtain Rd,ref, the first being the Monte Carlo approximation and the second
being the diffusion equation approximation [36], [47]. Both methods generate the Rd,ref at
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each spatial frequency, to which the diffuse reflectance of the sample can be quantified
relative to the input reference optical properties.
Typically, Monte Carlo simulations are computationally intensive. To reduce the
computation time, the simulations are performed well in advance of measurements and
stored into a lookup table, where Rd,ref can be retrieved to fit for the Rd of the unknown
sample [10], [65]. To reduce the computation time further, a faster approach based on this
method, is described by Cuccia et al. to fit for a single, however, these approaches would
not be discussed in detail [10], [70], [71].

3.5

SFDI Instrumentation
We have built an SFDI system that utilizes multiple interchangeable collimated

light emitting diodes (LED) with a center wavelengths of 490nm, 590nm, 660nm and
780nm (LCS series, Mightex, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) that are sequentially selected
with a four channel LED controller (SLC-SA04-US, Mightex, Toronto, Ontario, Canada).
Depending on the application, the LEDs can be switched out accordingly, and can be
expanded to more than four wavelengths if necessary. The LED light is focused into a
liquid light guide and expanded onto a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) (DLP
LightCrafter 4500, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX) that has 912x1140 pixel resolution. It
modulates the amplitude of the incoming light with a sine wave at the specified spatial
frequency depending on the application. Each frequency is projected at three phases (0,
2π/3, 4π/3) onto the target. A scientific camera (Zyla, Andor Technology, Belfast, United
Kingdom) is then used to capture the resulting image with a 4cm x 3cm field of view.
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The projected light and the incoming light are cross-polarized to reduce specular
reflections. A light shield with a window for imaging was also 3D printed to reduce
external stray lights and maintain the same focal plane in subsequent measurements
(Figure 3.5).

Turbid Media

Figure 3.5. Instrumentation of our SFDI setup. The sample is projected with a LED at a
specified center wavelength that is modulated with a DMD at different spatial
frequencies. The image is the cross-polarized to eliminate specular reflection and
collected with a sCMOS camera. The data is then demodulated and processed with a
computer
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The data were analyzed with a custom program using MATLAB. The images
were demodulated and calibrated against the reference to obtain the diffuse reflectance
image at each spatial frequency. A pixel-by-pixel fitting with the diffusion equation
approximation (Section 3.2) is used with the spatial modulation transfer function to
extract the optical properties of the sample (Figure 3.6). To obtain the hemoglobin
parameters, absorption was decomposed into four components (Figure 2.13). It was fitted
using the analytical diffusion equation with the spatial modulation transfer function and
scattering property as an input. The total hemoglobin concentration and the bloodoxygenation saturation maps can then be calculated. To obtain the scattering parameter,
a, and, b, scattering is modeled and fitted according to Mie scattering (𝜇𝑠′ = 𝑎𝜆−𝑏 ), which
produces a “scatterer density” map and a “scatterer size” map (Figure 2.11).
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Figure 3.6. The images are demodulated to obtain the diffuse reflectance image at each
spatial frequency. They are then fitted with the diffusion model to obtain a map of the
optical parameters.
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3.6

SFDI Calibration
Theoretically, SFDI is able to quantify the optical properties of an unknown

media based on a known reference point [10]. However, experimentally, there are still
errors with the quantification that can arise due to experimental inconsistencies [68]. One
of the major experimental inconsistencies is the height variation. To overcome this
problem, a light shield with an imaging window is implemented to fix the height, so that
the sample will always be in focus when it is in contact with the imaging window. To
make sure that the system can correctly quantify the optical properties, two phantoms
with known properties were measured relative to each other.

3.6.1 Phantom Preparation
To validate and calibrate the system, we used two solid phantoms made with
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [27], which is a rubber-liked solid phantom with a
physical dimension of 10 x 10 x 3cm to stimulate human skin. This solid phantom was
made with titanium dioxide (TiO2) as the scattering agent. TiO2 was used as it has a
negligible absorption coefficient and has a particle size (~100nm) within the visible
wavelength of light for modeling Mie scattering (Figure 2.15) [27], [72]–[74]. India ink
was used as the primary absorbing agent as it has negligible scattering coefficients due to
small particle size and high absorption [27], [73], [75]. The phantoms were made to have
an optical property close to human skin with two different absorption values to stimulate
normal and burned skin (Table 3.1) [12], [13], [27].
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Alternatively, a liquid phantom can be made with Intralipid – a widely used
intravenous lipid supplement – as the scattering agent and India ink as the absorption
agent [75]–[77]. Liquid phantom can be prepared easily; however, they have a limited
shelf life [27]. The PDMS phantoms are quantified with a commercial system
(Integrating Sphere System) to obtained mean absorption and scattering over a spectral
range of 400-1100nm at ~2nm spectral resolution (Figure 3.7). The surface was also
sanded to reduce specular reflection. The final optical properties of the phantoms are
close to the expected value with an error of less than 5% (Table 3.1).

Figure 3.7. Optical properties spectra of two separate PDMS phantoms used to stimulate
normal and burned skin.
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Table 3.1. Actual and estimated optical properties of the two PDMS phantoms

µs’, Light
Actual (700nm) 20cm-1

µa, Light
0.3cm-1

µs’, Dark µa, Dark
20cm-1

2cm-1

Estimated (700nm) 21.27cm-1 0.2746cm-1 20.14cm-1 2.263cm-1
Total Error (%) 0.89%

2.1%

1.2%

0.91%

3.6.2 SFDI Phantom Testing
Both phantoms were imaged with three wavelengths, six spatial frequencies (0 –
0.28mm-1), three phases and three dark counts, resulting in 57 images. The dark counts
were subtracted with all the images within the same wavelength. The three phases were
then demodulated to obtain a diffuse reflectance image at each spatial frequency. The
images were stacked in the third dimension, where each pixel is extracted as a function of
spatial frequency and fitted with the diffusion equation, using the non-linear least squares
fitting routine in Matlab. The dark phantom was used as a reference to the “unknown”
light phantom. Since the phantoms were homogenous, it is binned to 25 x 25 pixels for
faster processing.
The initial results obtained from the system were found to be off by a constant
factor of 0.74 for µs’, while µa was found to be within the expected range. This factor was
used to calibrate the system so that the final value was close to what was expected. In the
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final set of results, all results are within the range of the expected result with an error of
less than ~5% away from the expected mean (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2. Results obtained from imaging the light phantom with SFDI after calibration.

µs’, Expected

µs’, Result

µa, Expected

µa, Result

490nm 30.72cm-1

30.26 ± 2.30cm-1 0.2986cm-1

0.2987 ± 0.0469cm-1

590nm 25.70cm-1

25.86 ± 1.67cm-1 0.2772cm-1

0.2709 ± 0.0367cm-1

656nm 22.92cm-1

24.11 ± 1.16cm-1 0.2730cm-1

0.2613 ± 0.0311cm-1
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CHAPTER 4: NON-CONTACT
QUANTIFICATION OF BURN
SEVERITY IN EXCISED HUMAN
TISSUE
4.1

Introduction
Application of SFDI to different animal models (porcine and rat) has already been

performed by several groups [12], [13], [78]. Live models simulates the internal
environment of a burn wound more accurately, but it also introduces different variables
such as blood flow, inflammation and wound healing that may vary across different
species. Here, we are primarily interested in optical properties changes due to cellular and
structural transformation caused by burn damage. To our knowledge, this is the first
application of SFDI to burn severity resolution in ex vivo human skin. To test our
hypothesis, we obtained de-identified skin samples from patients that had just undergone
abdominoplasty and burned them with a heated metal block to induce various grades of
burn. The samples were imaged with SFDI to quantify the optical properties, and were
immediately biopsied after the optical measurements. This was done so that the
histological analysis of the biopsy would quantify the burn depth, which could then be
compared to the optical measurements (Figure 4.1), more specifically, the scattering
parameter, b. With this in mind, we hope to create a simple model where SFDI is able to
characterize thermal burn injuries, and adapt it for use in other environmental injuries to
include caustic agents and vesicants.
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4.2

Methods
To perform this experiment, a skin sample was obtained and burned with a metal

block for various lengths of time to simulate different grades of burn. Next, SFDI was
used to image the samples with a field of view of ~4cm x 3cm. Immediately after
imaging, a biopsy was taken from the sample, which was sent to a dermatopathologist to
perform histological analysis. The SFDI images were analyzed to obtain the optical
properties. Results from SFDI were compared to burn depth as measured with histology
to obtain a simple model for characterizing burn severity (Figure 4.1). These will be
discussed in details in the following sections.

A
Figure 4.1. The skin is treated with different duration of burn to simulate different grades
of burn. The results from histological analysis that is obtained with punch biopsy, is
correlated with the changes in optical properties obtained with SFDI, specifically, the
scattering parameter b.
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4.2.1 Skin Preparation and Burn Model
Ex vivo de-identified skin was obtained from patients that had just undergone
abdominoplasty. The skin was separated into three equal pieces of ~10 x 10cm squares.
Burn was induced on the skin by placing metal blocks that were heated to 100°C with
boiling water. The heated metal block was placed on the first sample for 10 seconds to
induce a grade II burn (Figure 4.2a). For the second sample, two metal blocks were
heated. The first block was placed on the skin surface for 30 seconds and immediately
switched out with the second block for another 30 seconds to apply constant heat to
induce a grade III burn. The last sample was used as a control, so it was left unburned.
The skin samples were all imaged within the first hour post burn.

Figure 4.2. (a) Picture of skin being burned. (b) Schematic of setup
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4.2.2 SFDI Instrumentation
The samples were placed on a tray and raised with a positioner so that it would
come in contact with the imaging window on the light shield. A visually smooth area,
free of cellulite, was marked with a pen and oriented so that it would be centered on the
bottom of the image. The LEDs, DMD and camera were all controlled by a custom
written LabVIEW software, to acquire the whole set of 136 images (four wavelengths (
Figure 4.1), 11 spatial frequencies (0 – 0.44mm-1), three phases, four dark counts) in
under 2.5 minutes. The image was also taken in a dark enclosed area to reduce stray light.
Immediately after imaging, a punch biopsy was taken. This process was repeated for all
three samples. After the samples were imaged, a liquid phantom (Section 3.6.1) with
known optical properties was made with intralipid as the scattering agent and India ink as
the absorption agent. These phantom images serve as a reference for the samples as
described in (Section 3.2).

4.2.3 Image Analysis
A custom routine was written in Matlab to analyze the images obtain from SFDI.
The first six spatial frequencies (0 to 0.22 mm-1) were used, where the three phases of
each spatial frequencies were demodulated to obtain six two-dimensional diffuse
reflectance image [10]. The six images were stacked together on the third dimension,
which allows an s-MTF to be generated for each pixel as a function of spatial frequency
(Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3. The diffuse reflectance images were stacked in 3D as a function of spatial
frequencies. Each pixel produced an s-MTF to fit the model so that the optical properties
map can be obtained.

A model was used to fit against the s-MTF so that the optical properties can be quantified
at the pixel level. This process was repeated for all four wavelengths and for each of the
three samples. Since we were interested in the structural changes caused by burn, the
scattering parameter, b, which is related to the “scatterer” size, was our quantity of
interest. We used the Mie scattering behavior (Figure 2.14), where 𝜇𝑠′ = 𝐴(𝜆/𝜆0 )−𝑏 and
λ0 is the normalization wavelength (700 nm) to model the µs’ at each pixel to obtain a
map of the scattering parameters A and b.
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4.2.4 Histopathology
After optical measurements, 6 mm punch biopsies were taken from the area that
coincides with the center of the imaging area, which is approximately 1.5cm above the
mark. The tissue sample was fixed with formalin for one hour, and stored in 70% ethanol.
The tissue was embedded in paraffin, cut into 5-micron thick sections, and stained with
hematoxylin and eosin. The biopsies were imaged with light microscopy to assess for
thermal injury and read independently by two dermatopathologists in a blinded fashion.
The depth of injury was measured in millimeters from the basement membrane to the
deepest extent of the dermal connective tissue alteration using an ocular micrometer.
Values are reported as the mean and standard deviation.

4.3

Results
Four human skin samples were burned ex vivo with either a 10-second or a 60-

second thermal injury (Fig 1a). As shown in (Figure 4.4), the thermal injury resulted in
distinct histologic changes including epidermal blistering and swelling/degradation of
dermal collagen. The depth of dermal damage was easily visualized using hematoxylin
and eosin staining. The control sample (Figure 4.4a) showed no damage while the 10 and
60 second burn samples (Figure 4.4b-d) showed noticeable damage. As noted in (Figure
4.4d), the 60-second injury resulted in full dermal damage. Measuring the distance from
the basement membrane to the extent of the damage resulted in values of 1.15 +/- 0.07
mm for the 10 second injury and 4.1 +/- 0.5 mm for the 60 second injury (mean +/- SD;
N = 4). These findings indicate that our injury model results in a reliable damage
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response.

Figure 4.4. Burn depth assessed with histology. (a) Control; (b) 10 second burn; (c) highpower view of dermis in the 10 second burn; (d) 60 second burn. Dotted lines denote
changes in collagen indicating burn depth.

Representative optical property maps from one sample are shown in (Figure 4.5a)
and (Figure 4.5b). Both the short and long duration burns showed changes in absorption
and scattering parameters compared to control. At all four wavelengths, the absorption
increased with burn duration, while scattering increased for 490nm and decreased at the
other wavelengths. (Figure 4.6a) and (Figure 4.6b) summarize the wavelength
dependency of the absorption and scattering parameters respectively. The plots show the
mean and standard deviation of all samples.
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Figure 4.5. Optical property maps for one sample. (a) absorption, µa, and (b) scattering,
µs’.
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Figure 4.6. Optical properties for all samples. (a) shows the absorption as a function of
wavelength for each burn duration. (b) shows the reduced scattering as a function of
wavelength for each burn duration. Error bars are the standard deviation for all samples.

We then obtained the maps of the scattering parameter A and b by using the
multi-wavelength information. (Figure 4.7a) and (Figure 4.7b) show the maps of A and b
for the same sample shown in (Figure 4.5). Due to the large difference in depth of
penetration (and therefore interrogation volume), the 490nm measurement was excluded
from the multi-wavelength analysis. As (Figure 4.8a) indicates, the scattering parameter b
correlated very well with the burn depth measured by histological analysis for all
samples. The results indicate that the deeper the burn the higher the value of the b
parameter. Additionally, as (Figure 4.8b) indicates, scattering power parameter was
sufficient to fully characterize (100% sensitivity, 100% specificity) the burn severity
characterized by the burn depth.
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Figure 4.7. Multi-wavelength fitting results for scattering parameters A and b for one
sample.

Figure 4.8. (a) Correlation with burn depth vs scattering power parameter b for each
subject. (b) Sensitivity-specificity plot indicating full discrimination can be obtained by
using this scattering parameter.
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4.4

Discussion
Thermal injury is a clinically important problem associated with considerable

morbidity and even mortality [3]. One important problem in this field is the need for the
clinician to rapidly discern the burn severity, as a deeper burn would necessitate more
aggressive treatment including fluid resuscitation and skin grafting [1], [3], [5]. We built
a fast, clinic-friendly SFDI system to test whether this methodology could have use for
early assessment of burns. The advantages of this system include that it is non-invasive,
and can rapidly assess thermal burn injury severities [12], [13], [64], [78]. This
technology could also be adapted to a hand-held instrument that would allow easy use in
the field.
In this study, the measurements were taken from ex vivo tissue so hemoglobin
absorption is expected to contribute little to the overall tissue absorption. Therefore, we
expect that most of the changes in optical contrast is due to scattering component, which
is primarily related to changes in the cellular structure. Our results have shown an
increase in scattering power (b), and a decrease in scattering amplitude (A). The decrease
in b is related to the decreasing size of the cellular structure, while an increase in A is
related to the increase in density. The changes in scattering parameters could be caused
by the dehydration of the skin cells, which could lead to shrinkage and formation of a
thick and compact layer of dead cells as seen in the histology sections (Figure 4.4). With
increased burn duration, the thickness of this layer also increases. This may explain the
increase in the scattering parameter b. As for the observed increase in scattering
parameter A, it may be due the interrogation of a smaller volume as the layer of compact
volume of dead cells becomes homogenous as compared to the healthy cells. As burn
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severity increase, darker pigmentation could occur. The dark pigmentation would
increase absorption parameter (µa) with increasing burn duration as shown in (Figure
4.6), thereby would decrease photon penetration depth and the volume of cells
interrogated. It should be noted that the pathophysiology of burn in vivo and ex vivo
differs with respect to time. This is due to the circulation of blood and the activation of
inflammatory response. Response such as hyperemia or the formation of blister is not
evident in an ex vivo sample. Nevertheless, this study provides insights into the changes
that occur in the scattering properties of a burn wound, which assist in the quantification
of the structural changes in the burn wound.
Future directions include using a porcine burn model to obtain in vivo data [6],
[32]. Burns in vivo will alter the vasculature and hemodynamic changes (such as THC
and StO2) will provide an additional source of contrast for burn severity estimation [12],
[13], [64], [78]. Nevertheless, the present pilot studies provide the first use of the SFDI
technology to characterize thermal burn injury on human skin ex vivo. This simple model
could be adapted for use in other environmental injuries to include caustic agents and
vesicants.
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4.5

Improvements for In vivo Studies

4.5.1 Multilayered Quantification of Optical Properties
Current methods in obtaining the tissue optical properties are often based on the
diffusion approximation that is derived from the photon transport equation [42], [59],
[60], [62], [66], [79]–[81]. However, this approximation assumed a spatially homogenous
turbid media, which is not the case for most biological samples. In fact, biological sample
contains multiple layers and in the case of skin, at least three distinct layers (Figure 2.1)
[17], [27], [62]. This assumption may result in a loss of important physiological
information from the layers. Using a Monte Carlo photon propagation stimulation, a top
layer with high absorption is added to stimulate the boundary between the epidermis and
the dermis (Figure 4.) using a freely available code provided by Wang et al. [80]. This
stimulation shows the vast differences between a homogenous and a two-layer model,
where most of the photons are diffused within the top layer.
Although the multilayered equation has been derived and used by multiple
groups, it is usually based on a single point source and therefore only applicable in the
axial and not the transverse direction [42], [60], [75], [81]–[84]. By expanding the point
sources of the diffuse photon density waves (DPDW) into a spatially modulated plane,
Weber et al. has adapted the equation for a planar photon density wave (PPDW) model
for multilayered turbid media [62]. However, to extract the optical properties of each
layer, this model will have to fit the diffuse reflectance with five parameters (Figure 4.).
These parameters are the absorption and reduced scattering for each layer (µa1, µs1’, µa2,
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µs2’) and the top layer thickness, d, so that we can represent the modeled and measured
′
′
reflectance with the five parameters as 𝑅𝑑 (𝜇𝑎1 , 𝜇𝑠1
, 𝜇𝑎2 , 𝜇𝑠2
, 𝑑).

Figure 4.9. Monte Carlo Stimulation of photon diffusion in a homogenous medium and a
two-layer medium. The two-layer model is more representative of biological systems
such as the skin. A top layer with high µa is added to stimulate the epidermal and dermal
layers of the skin. The increasing µs’ is to stimulate the physiological changes due to
increased burn duration as shown previously. However, this model introduces three more
variables to be quantified and measured.
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4.5.2 Combined Ultrasound and SFDI to Improve Accuracy
Since three additional unknowns are introduced to model the layered skin tissue,
using a homogenous model would inaccurately quantify the tissue optical properties. This
problem becomes increasingly evident as more layers are added, but here in our research
we mainly focus on the two-layer approximation as a first-stage improvement. Weber et
al. has also shown that the fitting with five unknowns can create unstable fit results with
respect to given initial conditions and the quantified parameters can deviate from the
expected ones by more than 50% [62]. To overcome this problem, we propose the use
high frequency ultrasound (HFUS) to reduce the unknowns, by obtaining the layer
thickness of the sample. In addition to this information, a lower wavelength and high
spatial frequency (Fx) can be chosen to approximate the penetration depth to superficial
layers, so that the optical properties of the top layer can be resolved first and then these
parameters can be used in subsequent fitting for the second layer optical properties
quantification, as shown in (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10. Extracting optical properties from the bottom layer by reducing unknown
parameters in a two-layer PPDW.
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4.5.3 Experimental Approach
To test this approach, a skin-liked phantom will be constructed. A top layer of
approximately 0.15mm will be made with a high absorption and scattering coefficients
using India ink and titanium dioxide respectively to stimulate burn on the epidermis [27],
[73]. The layer will be made with PDMS and overlaid above a phantom with known
properties. This layer will be examined with a HFUS (20MHz) setup that we have
already built and tested (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11. High Frequency Ultrasound was used on a gelatin phantom that has a metal
wire inserted 1mm beneath the surface. It was also used on the back of a hand to visualize
the layers in the skin. The scan was performed with B-Mode and traverse with a stepper
motor at a transverse resolution of 100um.
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To obtain the optical properties of the top layer in the two-layer phantom, the
depth information obtained from HFUS can be used to estimate the penetration depth and
therefore predict the spatial frequencies (Eqn (3.5)) that should be used (Figure 4.12).
With this approach, we hypothesize that the fitting error would be reduced and
thus increasing the accuracy of the quantified optical properties for both layers and that it
would have a higher accuracy compared to the homogenous model. This would be
expected, as the three additional “unknowns” introduced with the two-layer model are
reduced to two and so stabilizing the optical properties of the second layer.

Figure 4.12. Proposed setup of the two-layer phantom study. The high spatial frequencies
will be used to quantify µa1 and µs1’ while HFUS will be used to obtain the layer
thickness, d. The data will then be used to fit for the second layer.
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CHAPTER 5: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Our goal is to perform this study on an in vivo model that closely imitates the
physiology of humans, such as a porcine model [6], [12], [32], [78]. Since, this model
would include blood parameters, the simple scattering parameter model that is derived
from the previous study (Figure 4.8) could be combined with further analysis on the
hemoglobin parameters – blood saturation and total hemoglobin concentration – to
further improve the accuracy.
Ideally, the porcine model would be anesthetize and burnt with a metal block with
increasing burn duration (Figure 5.1). This is to stimulate different burn grades with
ample resolution within each grade so that the burn severity could be accurately
distinguished. The imaging process would be similar to the phantom experiment
described previously (Figure 4.12). The porcine model would also include wound
healing, blood flow and inflammation, which are not accounted for in the previous study
(Section 4.1), which the simple burn model may help to correct (Figure 4.8). We will test
the two-layer model as an improvement of the homogeneous model and compare the
results with the histopathology.
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µa1, µs1’, d
Fit for
µa2, µs2

StO2 &
THC

Figure 5.1. Proposed experimental setup for investigating burn wound in a porcine model
with multi-wavelength and two-layered model SFDI, where it is burn for different
durations to create different burn grades. The depth information is retrieved with HFUS
and the optical properties for the top layer of skin are obtained with SFDI projecting high
spatial frequencies. Using low spatial frequencies, the second layer can be quantified
accurately with prior information. Finally, the oxygen saturation and hemoglobin
concentration can also be quantified.

In summary, we hypothesize that these parameters would benefit from a two-layer
model, due to an increased accuracy in estimating the optical properties, which will also
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improve the quantification of the function contrast and ultimately the burn depth
resolution.
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